CHAPTER X
THE CHURCH'S OBLIGATION TO PROCLAIM THE GOSPEL
TO ALL NATIONS OF THE WORLD

45. The Existence and Basis of the Task.

Our Lord Jesus Christ said of himself, "I have come to cast fire on the earth, and how I desire that it be kindled" (Lk 12:49), and when he was about to return from this world to the Father, he commanded the Apostles to preach the Gospel to all nations: "Going into the whole world, preach the Gospel to every creature" (Mk 16:15). The Apostles experienced and acknowledged this command as a true necessity imposed on themselves. The Apostle says, "If I preach the Gospel, it is no glory to me, for necessity is laid upon me. Woe to me if I do not preach the Gospel" (1 Cor 9:16). This greatest and holiest of duties was not to come to an end with their earthly lives, but was to be continued by the Church until the end of the world. Indeed, it is a part of that chief mission of the Church by which it is to spread the true worship of God in living faith and love to the very ends of the earth and to make all men sharers in Christ's redemption so that they may attain eternal happiness. The duty to preach the Gospel to all nations and the right to fulfil it derive from the primal right of Christ itself, for he solemnly said, "All power in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Going, therefore, teach all nations" (Mt 28:19).

46. The Nature of the Task.

Since it was conferred on the Church by its divine Founder, this duty is of divine origin. As is clear from the words of Christ, it embraces all men and all parts of the world. For the Church must perpetuate the work of Christ who came down from heaven and became incarnate for the salvation of the whole world. Everywhere on earth, therefore, independently of any human power, the Church has the inalienable right to send preachers of the Gospel, to establish Christian communities, by baptism to make people her members, and to exercise over them, as her subjects, her power to teach, rule, and sanctify.

No civil community, therefore, should consider that it can legitimately oppose the fulfilment of this mission divinely entrusted to the Church for the whole world. For Catholic doctrine contains nothing that is not supremely consonant with human reason, most in harmony with human dignity, and so perfective of human life, individual and social, that, if citizens imbued with the spirit of Christ were to devote themselves to the common good, they would be for the state what the soul is to a healthy body. Much less should a civil society think that it can impede the exercise of this mission in order to gain temporal benefits. For we are to make such use of temporal goods that we do not lose eternal goods. Some people think that it possible to oppose to the preaching of the Gospel the just and legitimate desire to preserve those true benefits which, as a sacred heritage, constitute a nation's own distinctive character. This is not only an error, it also harms the good of their own people. For in the forms of human and civic life proper to any nation, in the customs received from ancestors, and in traditional institutions, the law of the Gospel refuses only what is contrary to natural reason and to the divine law. Whatever truth, goodness, nobility, or beauty any nation
possesses as its own character and genius, the Church insists must be preserved and, in accordance with her role, she raises all that to a higher order.\footnote{9}

The Church can never tolerate that her right to preach the Gospel be taken from her; nor can she ever cease to undertake it. If she did, she would not be fulfilling her chief mission; she would be failing to glorify God her Savior; she would be depriving people of the ordinary means of salvation. If civil societies try to prevent her from exercising her right and duty, the Church cannot give in to them; she has to resist even to the point of shedding her blood; for, as the Apostle says, "We must obey God rather than men" (Acts 5:29).

The holy Synod, therefore, solemnly proclaims before all peoples the right of the Church to preach the Gospel to all the nations of the world and to offer them all the helps to salvation. It also admonishes all who exercise authority over peoples not to oppose the full freedom of the Church to fulfil this task, but rather to support its exercise in the nations which divine Providence has entrusted to them.

\textbf{47. Who have the Power and Duty to Preach the Gospel, and how they are to Exercise it.\footnote{10}}

Concern for the preaching of Christ's Gospel throughout the world belongs to the body of pastors along with the Vicar of Christ, for it was to them in common that Christ gave the command and imposed the common duty.\footnote{11} All bishops, therefore, and not only bishops and vicars apostolic living in the missions, along with their Head, should be concerned with this apostolic task of proclaiming the faith to all nations.\footnote{12} But what is commanded of all the Apostles and of their successors falls principally upon Peter and his successors, the Roman Pontiffs, to whom the Lord entrusted the totality of his flock. The Roman Pontiff, therefore, has the supreme, absolute, and universal right to send preachers of the faith into the whole world, and he has the duty to strive with all his skill that the Church be spread everywhere and that all men become sharers in the redemption of Christ.\footnote{13} Individual bishops have not only the right and duty with all their energies to see to it that unbelievers living in their territories are evangelized;\footnote{14} out of the concern with which they are required to promote the good of the universal Church in their own dioceses, they must also encourage vocations to the missions. They must not, moreover, cease promoting with all their hearts those missionary works by which the spiritual and temporal needs of universal evangelization are provided for.\footnote{15} Secular and religious priests, religious men and women, and all the faithful can be endowed by the Sacred Hierarchy with a mandate, so that each in his own way can provide assistance to the fulfilment of this supreme task of the Church. For all, as members of the Mystical Body of Christ, must contribute as much as possible to its growth (see Eph 4:16; Col 2:19).\footnote{16} Religion and charity, furthermore, always require of all Catholics that, grateful to God for the very precious gift of the faith they have received, they never let pass any opportunity to communicate that gift to others\footnote{17} or to assist with their prayers, contributions, and other means\footnote{18} those who are actively engaged in fulfilling the command of our Lord Jesus Christ. He will always be present to the Church lest it ever fail to proclaim the Gospel to all nations, according to the divine promise, "Behold, I am with you all days even to the consummation of the world" (Mt 28:20).
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